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Highlights:

Urban 2-D and 3-D forms affect the built environment’s adaptability to surface heat and cold.
Access to vegetation and water bodies helps moderate severe heat and cold across all seasons.
Taller buildings are likely to reduce surface temperature in warm seasons due to shading.
Older buildings with larger footprints are related to temperature increases across all seasons.
Grid- and block-based approaches show comparable results in quadrant and regression analyses.

Abstract: Climate change is expected to result in increased occurrences of extreme weather events
such as heat waves and cold spells. Urban planning responses are crucial for improving the capacity
of cities and communities to deal with significant temperature variations across seasons. This study
aims to investigate the relationship between urban temperature fluctuations and urban morphology
throughout the four seasons. Through quadrant and statistical analyses, built-environment factors
are identified that moderate or exacerbate seasonal land surface temperatures (LSTs). The focus
is on Seoul, South Korea, as a case study, and seasonal LST values are calculated at both the grid
(100 m × 100 m) and street block levels, incorporating factors such as vegetation density, land use
patterns, albedo, two- and three-dimensional building forms, and gravity indices for large forests
and water bodies. The quadrant analysis reveals a spatial segregation between areas demonstrating
high LST adaptability (cooler summers and warmer winters) and those displaying LST vulnerability
(hotter summers and colder winters), with significant differences in vegetation and building forms.
Spatial regression analyses demonstrate that higher vegetation density and proximity to water
bodies play key roles in moderating LSTs, leading to cooler summers and warmer winters. Building
characteristics have a constant impact on LSTs across all seasons: horizontal expansion increases
the LST, while vertical expansion reduces the LST. These findings are consistent for both grid-
and block-level analyses. This study emphasizes the flexible role of the natural environment in
moderating temperatures.

Keywords: land surface temperature; urban spatial form; building form; gravity index; thermal
adaptability; quadrant analysis; spatial regression

1. Introduction

Global warming and climate change are leading to an increase in extreme weather
events worldwide. New climate norms include the largest number of droughts since
1974, an early summer heat wave occurring in spring, and a strong cold shock in fall [1,2].
These severe weather events closely impact human health and well-being. According to
the World Health Organization [3], climate change is expected to cause approximately
250,000 deaths per year from 2030 to 2050. With continued urbanization, the temperature
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rise in urban centers will likely accelerate, necessitating appropriate mitigation measures
and environmental adaptation strategies.

Atmospheric temperature (AT) and land surface temperature (LST) are often used
in urban temperature research, but the latter is more clearly affected by the spatial and
temporal traits of micro- and meso-scale urban morphology and surface composition [4].
Therefore, many studies have used LST as an indicator of thermal variability in response to
urban changes. Urban structures, such as buildings and roads, significantly contribute to
urban warming [5,6]. Identifying and analyzing the components of a city and their varying
impacts on thermal conditions are fundamental steps in sustainable urban design [7–9].
Urban form analysis can also assess the adaptability of cities to extreme temperatures [10,11].
Thus, understanding urban form factors closely related to LST variations over space and
seasons is crucial for urban management.

Urban LST is influenced by multiple factors, ranging from land cover materials to
horizontal and vertical urban geometry, and their effects may depend on the seasonal and
spatial context [12,13]. For example, urban forests and woods are beneficial for urban
cooling, owing to active evapotranspiration and shading, but their impacts in cold months
are less understood. Similarly, urban water bodies, such as lakes and ponds, have surface
temperatures lower than those of their surroundings in summer, but the thermal impact of
large stretching rivers is less understood [14–16]. The seasonal effects of conserving and
restoring urban blue spaces need to be better understood. Additionally, the correlation
between LST and its associated factors has generally been examined on a grid system, but
research on the suitability of using block-based data aggregation to explain LST variabil-
ity is lacking [17]. This study aims to identify the impacts of multi-dimensional urban
form and spatial indicators on seasonal LST using two data aggregation systems—grid
and block units—and to explore desirable urban forms that can be flexibly adapted to
different seasons.

This paper has the following research objectives, focusing on Seoul, South Korea, as
the study area: (1) clarifying how each seasonal LST pattern is influenced by different urban
morphology factors, including land-use/land-cover (LULC) characteristics, 2-D/3-D form
of man-made structures, and proximity to green and blue spaces; (2) identifying which
urban areas have moderate summer and winter LSTs as compared to others by classifying
them into four quadrants of temperature; and (3) exploring the impact of spatial unit choice
on understanding factors affecting LST by applying spatial regression analysis to both grid-
and block-based datasets.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a review of the literature on
urban morphological and natural factors related to LST. Section 3 describes the study areas
and data processing. Section 4 describes the statistical methodology, including quadrant
and regression analyses. The results are presented in Section 5 and discussed in Section 6.
Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Literature Review

Urban LST results from various natural and built environmental factors, including
solar radiation, meteorological conditions, surface biophysical composition, landscape
characteristics, and building form [18,19]. Surface biophysical composition refers to the
land cover, such as tall/short vegetation, asphalt, concrete, steel, brick, bare soil, and water.
Natural green and blue spaces rarely experience a large temperature change, as they act
as temperature moderators across seasons [16,20]. Converting natural land cover into
urbanized impervious surfaces significantly increases LST in warm seasons, primarily
because of the removal of evapotranspiration cooling by vegetation and water bodies and
the increase in low-albedo materials such as buildings and roads [21–23]. Surface albedo
significantly influences LST by altering solar radiation absorption [24,25]. Low-albedo
urban features absorb and retain a significant amount of solar radiation, instead of reflecting
it, and release the heat slowly, exacerbating the urban heat island effect [13,22].
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Land cover composition is often quantified using remotely sensed spectral indices,
including the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), the Normalized Difference
Built-up Index (NDBI), and the Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI).
These indices are consistently and significantly correlated with LST across seasons [26–28].
Dense vegetation helps regulate LST, reducing LST in summer while increasing it in
winter [20]. Built-up surfaces in cities can reduce the cooling effect of vegetation’s evap-
otranspiration, intensifying urban warming [26]. MNDWI (percent water content) is
negatively correlated with LST [21,27,29]. Another approach to quantifying land cover
composition is calculating the proportions and spatial arrangements of LULC types using
landscape metrics [30]. While metrics summarize distinct LULC patterns, individual met-
rics’ effects are not well understood because they are calculated based on different land
cover classification schemes and grid sizes [19,23,31]. The percentages and mix of distinct
LULC types may provide a comparable control for LST effects and facilitate interpretation.

Building form significantly impacts spatial LST distribution through vertical form,
horizontal spacing, and urban canyon characteristics, affecting thermal mass, shadow
casting, wind swirling, and waste heat release [32–35]. Studies on building form’s effects
on seasonal LST find that horizontal building densification, often measured by urban
compactness, building coverage ratio (BCR), and surface-to-volume ratio, increases LST,
while vertical densification, often proxied by building height (BH), decreases it, and these
effects remain stable across seasons [18,36–38]. Taller buildings can reduce summertime
LST by casting shadows on adjacent buildings and grounds [35,39,40]. The transition point
for the BH’s impact on LST occurs around 10 m, above which the BH reduces LST due to
increased shade [18]. However, there are mixed findings for other building indices, such as
the Sky View Factor (SVF), frontal area index, floor area ratio, and building coverage ratio,
whose nonlinear effects may vary by season and location [5,13,18,33].

The LST pattern of a given area is influenced by the LST of adjacent areas due to air
convection and wind flow, resulting in the LST values in close proximity being spatially
autocorrelated [41–43]. However, this spatial spillover has rarely been considered in
modeling seasonal LST variations. Another source of LST autocorrelation is where large
natural areas can influence neighboring areas by spreading additional cooling or warming
effects [14,16,44–46]. Investigating the cooling effect of river bodies, Cai et al. [36] observe
that the relationship between building form and seasonal LST becomes stronger as the
distance to the closest river corridors increases. Hu et al. [33] utilize a gravity index for each
LST grid cell based on the distance to and area of nearby parks, finding that larger park
areas in closer proximity result in a stronger cooling effect, albeit significant only in spring
and summer. Few studies account for the area and proximity of large natural zones such as
forests and rivers simultaneously in modeling seasonal LST. Whether thermal propagation
from those natural reserves to urban settlements is positive or not remains underexplored.

The spatial unit of analysis used to quantify urban form varies across studies. Previous
investigations of the relationship between seasonal LST and urban factors have primarily
used data aggregated over uniform grid cells [27]. Some studies have tested the effect of
the grid scale on LST estimation [18,20,21,37,38], with different conclusions regarding the
optimal grid size. While this grid processing is natural due to the availability of satellite
thermal infrared observations in grid format, it requires truncating the spatially continuous
urban form into discrete pieces to align with the grid cells [47]. Urban planning and
development occur at the site or block scale, typically encompassing street segments and
natural corridors. A street block represents a homogeneous area in terms of buildings and
LULC but varies in size [48]. Research exploring whether block-level data aggregation and
modeling of LST produce results consistent with conventional grid-based analysis is scarce.

To address the above gaps, this study explores the impacts of three groups of urban
form factors on seasonal LST by comparing both grid- and street block-based data ag-
gregations. The urban form factors considered include NDVI, surface albedo, land-use
proportions and diversity, 2-D/3-D building form, and proximity to natural zones. Their
individual effects are estimated using spatial models that control for spatial autocorrelation.
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Additionally, this study examines whether there are significant similarities and dissimilari-
ties among areas with favorable thermal conditions, mitigating summer heat and winter
cold, and those with the least favorable thermal conditions.

3. Study Area and Data
3.1. Study Area

The study area is the City of Seoul, the capital of South Korea. Seoul serves as the
epicenter of commercial and business activities and is intertwined with densely developed
and diverse residential districts. With an area of 605.2 km2, Seoul represents 0.6% of the
national territory, yet it accommodates approximately 17% of the nation’s total population.
The city’s metropolitan area is recognized as one of the most densely populated regions
globally, ranked ninth by population [49]. Geographically, the city is situated in the
northwestern part of South Korea, with the Han River flowing through the city from east
to west (Figure 1). Surrounded by mountains, Seoul lies in a basin, with several smaller
tributaries feeding into the Han River. The city features numerous bridges that facilitate
transportation between different areas. Seoul experiences four distinct seasons, including
hot and humid summers, with temperatures occasionally exceeding 30 ◦C, and cold winters,
with average temperatures falling below freezing and with intermittent snowfall. Given
these diverse conditions, Seoul presents an ideal case study to explore the influence of
complex urban built-up and natural form characteristics on seasonal thermal environments,
contributing to the geographic diversity of empirical LST research.
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3.2. Data Sources and Processing
3.2.1. Grid Cells Versus Street Blocks

LST exhibits spatial variations influenced by local physical characteristics, and various
spatial units are employed to delineate these locations and process local attributes. Geospa-
tial data are commonly distributed in raster or lattice (areal vector) format. Raster-grid-
based analysis has been extensively utilized for LST data analysis, owing to its efficiency in
handling large-scale continuous geospatial information, particularly since LST images are
initially generated as collections of image pixels.
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Despite its advantages, grid-based data processing involves dividing physical elements
into uniformly sized grid cells, leading to artificial truncation that may introduce biases
in LST analyses. The grid size is determined by sensor capabilities rather than scientific
rationale. Thus, this study explores whether a lattice-based analysis yields different results
compared to the grid-based approach (Figure 2). Urban landscapes are divided into
homogenous blocks by streets and roads, creating coherent spatial units in terms of land use
and buildings. These street-enclosed blocks likely represent homogeneous neighborhoods
governed by similar land-use regulations, including design codes and caps for BCR and
floor area ratio (FAR). Consequently, we also utilize street-enclosed neighborhood blocks
as alternative spatial units for LST analysis and compare the results obtained from both
approaches. The Ministry of the Interior and Safety has recently developed a street block
unit system known as the state basic district (SBD), where boundaries are delineated based
primarily on transportation and river networks. In this study, we select and compare the
grid and street blocks as spatial units of analysis.
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3.2.2. Land Surface Temperatures

Seasonal LST values across Seoul were extracted from Landsat 8 Thermal Infrared
Sensors Collection-2 Level-2 products, featuring a 30 m spatial resolution, accessed through
Earth Explorer, which is the data distribution platform operated by the United States
Geological Survey. This dataset comprises atmospherically corrected surface reflectance
and surface temperature values derived from Level-1 inputs meeting specific technical
criteria to ensure scientific validity. Remotely sensed LST data allow for spatially continuous
analysis and exhibit a strong correlation with AT measures, which are typically available
from only a limited number of meteorological stations. Theoretically, a new Landsat 8 image
is available every 16 days, but many of them are unusable because of clouds. Three criteria
are considered for LST image selection. First, the image must be dated between 2014 and
2022, because 2-D/3-D building information is available as of 2014. Second, there must
be at least one cloud-free image for a specific time in the middle of each season. The only
satisfactory year was 2017. Lastly, the year and specific day of image acquisition needs to
be free of extreme weather [50]. As a result, one image for each season in 2017 was selected
considering data availability and meteorological conditions (Figure 3). According to the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 2017 was when neither El Nino nor La Nina
was present; ENSO-neutral conditions continued during the year 2017 [51]. Table 1 presents
the date and time of data collection.
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Figure 3. Seasonal distributions of land surface temperature (LST) in 2017, Seoul, South Korea:
(a) spring, (b) summer, (c) autumn, and (d) winter.

Table 1. Date and time of Landsat 8 thermal infrared (TIR) image collection and temperature statistics.

Collection Spring Summer Autumn Winter

Date 2017.03.19 2017.08.26 2017.11.14 2017.01.14

Time 11:10 a.m. 11:10 a.m. 11:10 a.m. 11:11 a.m.

LST (◦C)

Mean 19.8 34.5 12.8 −2.7

Max 35.4 52.0 21.6 5.0

Min 3.9 18.2 −5.9 −18.5

AT (◦C) (Korea Meteorological Administration
(KMA) weather history: https://www.weather.go.
kr/w/obs-climate/land/past-obs/obs-by-day.do)

(accessed on 16 June 2023)

Mean 10.9 24.2 7.5 −8.4

Max 18.9 29.2 11.4 −5.4

Min 3.2 19.0 2.9 −10.4

Seoul features extensive nature preserves, with approximately 13% of the city’s area
covered by public waters, such as rivers and tributaries, and an additional 25.3% covered by
forests and woods. In total, approximately 38% of the city comprises uninhabited natural
reserves. As these areas lack urban built-up activities and land uses, they are excluded
from subsequent analyses to avoid zero-inflation issues in the dataset. Moreover, the LST
patterns of natural features differ significantly from those of urbanized areas. Hence, this
study focuses exclusively on the built-up morphology of urban areas and its impact on LST.
For subsequent analyses, those grid cells and street blocks that have significant overlap
with natural reserves (i.e., rivers and forests) are removed. More precisely, grid cells (blocks)

https://www.weather.go.kr/w/obs-climate/land/past-obs/obs-by-day.do
https://www.weather.go.kr/w/obs-climate/land/past-obs/obs-by-day.do
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where more than 5% of the area is water or more than 30% is forest are removed (since
vegetation density within the area is accounted for using NDVI, a higher threshold is
applied to forest proportions). In addition, those grid cells that have no overlap with blocks
are dropped for consistency in areal coverage between grid- and block-based analyses.

To address the spillover effects of nearby natural features on the LST of adjacent urban
areas, the final dataset includes variables quantifying the proximity to forests, rivers, small
green spaces, and water bodies as distinct land-use types.

For the grid-based analysis, the LST cells with a 30 m resolution were resampled to
100 m by 100 m, using bilinear interpolation in ArcGIS to align with building geometry
and density information, where the smallest unit is a 100 m grid. On the other hand, for
the block-level analysis, the mean LST values were calculated for each individual block. A
total of 34,135 grid cells and 4553 street blocks are considered in this study.

4. Methodology
4.1. Built-Environment Variables
4.1.1. NDVI and Albedo

The NDVI is a widely used indicator of vegetation density or photosynthetic activity,
and it is calculated as follows:

NDVI =
NIR− RED
NIR + RED

(1)

where RED and NIR are the surface reflectance in the red and near-infrared bands,
respectively [52]. These surface reflectance (SR) values are obtained from Landsat 8
data at a 30 m resolution, and NDVI values are calculated for each of the four seasons.
NDVI ranges from −1 to 1, with higher values indicating higher vegetation density and
health and lower values indicating impervious land with limited vegetation or water
content. The NDVI values in this study are min–max transformed to the 0–1 range.

Surface albedo quantifies the extent to which a surface reflects solar radiation and
is expressed as a percentage ranging from 0 (indicating no reflection) to 100 (indicating
complete reflection). Surfaces with high albedo values include white materials like snow
and clouds, which remain cooler due to their ability to reflect a significant portion of
incoming solar radiation. Conversely, darker surfaces, such as asphalt, dark trees, and
soil, exhibit low albedo values and tend to absorb a larger portion of solar energy, leading
to increased warmth. Given the influence of surface albedo on surface temperature, it is
essential to account for this characteristic when modeling LSTs. The calculation of albedo is
based on Landsat SR bands, utilizing the formula proposed by Liang [53]:

Shortwave albedo =
0.356× Blue + 0.130× Red + 0.373×NIR + 0.085SWIR1 + 0.072SWIR2 − 0.0018

0.356 + 0.130 + 0.373 + 0.085 + 0.072
(2)

where SWIR1 and SWIR2 represent short-wave infrared in different bandwidths. Both
seasonal NDVI and surface albedo values are aggregated at the 100 m grid level and the
block level, respectively.

4.1.2. Land Uses and Buildings

Land use classification data available at the land parcel level in vector form are down-
loaded from the Korean Ministry of Environment’s website, Environmental Geographic
Information Service (EGIS) [54]. The classification is conducted via manual digitization
based on very-high-resolution orthorectified aerial images (0.25 m/pixel). In this study,
seven land-use categories are considered—residential, commercial, industrial, cultural and
recreational, transport, public, and others (non-urban uses)—and their proportions within
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each grid cell and block are interfaced with seasonal LST values. In addition, the entropy
index is used as a metric to measure the level of land-use diversity, with the following:

Entropy = −

[
∑n

j=1 pjln pj

]
ln k

(3)

where pj is the percentage of land use type j in the grid cell (block) and k is the total number
of land-use types considered. It ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating a balanced
mix of different land uses.

GIS data were gathered on various building characteristics, including the density of
buildings, the percentage of aged buildings, BCR, total floor area (TFA), FAR, and BH. The
data were obtained from the National Geographic Information Institute (NGII), which
provides building information in two different data formats: grid cells of varying sizes
and lattice formats encompassing state basic districts (SBDs), census tracts, zip code areas,
villages, and municipalities. To ensure data consistency, the finest spatial unit from each
format is selected for data acquisition, resulting in a grid size of 100 m and the use of
SBDs. While individual building information would have been valuable, it is unfortunately
unavailable. Therefore, building form indicators, as processed by the NGII [55], are retained
along with land-use proportions and land-use diversity variables for subsequent statistical
analyses. This study employs six building indicators, with three related to two-dimensional
aspects and the remaining three to three-dimensional aspects. Table 2 lists and describes all
the variables used in the analysis.

Table 2. List of variables and descriptions.

Category Variables Unit Source

Dependent Seasonal land surface temperature (LST) ◦C Landsat 8 TIR

Explanatory

Vegetation Seasonal normalized difference in vegetation
index (NDVI) [0~1] Landsat 8 OLI

Land use

Land use type
proportion

Residential %

Korea
Environmental

Geographic
Information Service

(EGIS)
2017

Commercial %

Industrial %

Cultural and Recreational %

Transport %

Public %

Other uses %

Land use diversity Entropy index [0~1]

Reflectance Albedo % Landsat 8 OLI

Building

2-D

Building density Count
/10,000 m2

Korea National
Geographic
Information

Institute (NGII)
2017

Percent old buildings
(+35 years) %

Average building coverage
ratio (BCR) %

3-D

Average floor area
ratio (FAR) %

Average total floor area m2

Average building height m

Natural
Area

Proximity to
natural areas

Gravity index for
urban forests m2

EGIS
2017Gravity index for

rivers and streams m2
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4.1.3. Gravity Index

Two gravity indices are calculated for urban forests and for water bodies at the grid
and block levels. The gravity index measures the distance-decay impacts of urban forests
and water bodies on LST [21,33]. First, a 1000 m buffer is constructed around the centroid of
any grid cell or street block i, and the areas of urban forests and water bodies are converted
into points with intervals of 30 m in GIS. The cooling effects of forests and water bodies
tend to decrease as the distance from their boundaries increases. However, there is little
consensus regarding the distance at which these cooling effects fade out. Regarding urban
parks, Hu et al. [33] use a buffer distance of 1500 m to capture the cooling effects of urban
parks in Beijing. Geng et al. [56] select a buffer threshold of 1000 m surrounding each urban
park to study their LST impact. Lin et al. [57] find that cooling effects extend as much
as 840 m away from urban parks in Beijing. Xiao et al. [58] use a buffer radius of 500 m
to capture the cooling intensity of parks in Nanjing. As for water bodies, Cai et al. [36]
find that the cooling effect of water bodies can reach 1000 m (horizontal distance). This
study uses the buffer radius values common to the literature on urban parks and water
bodies—1000 m. Let Bi be the buffer of centroid i, j be a point within this buffer, dij be
the distance between the centroid i and point j, NFj be the area, either forests or waters,
represented by point j (900 m2), and α be a positive exponent; then, the gravity index GIi is
defined as follows:

GIi = ∑
j∈Bi

NFj

dij
α (4)

This gravity index accounts for the fact that the influence of forests on LST may be
reduced by the distances to these forest areas, and the effect of distance is discounted by
the exponent α. Higher α values decrease the importance of farther-away forests (waters)
while increasing the influence of nearby ones. Several α values (1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0)
were tested, with α = 1.5 providing the best statistical fit.

4.2. Statistical Analyses
4.2.1. Quadrant Analysis

A four-quadrant analysis is a simple but useful tool to assess the current situation and
aid in decision-making [59,60]. The quadrant analysis in this study involves the division
of grid cells and blocks into four categories based on the intersection of summer LST on
the x-axis and winter LST on the y-axis (Figure 4). These “temperature quadrants” are
characterized as follows: the first quadrant exhibits hotter LST in summer and warmer
LST in winter compared to the other areas; the second quadrant represents the most
desirable condition, with cooler summer LST and warmer winter LST; the third quadrant
contains cooler LSTs in both summer and winter; and the fourth quadrant indicates the
worst case, with higher temperatures in summer and colder temperatures in winter. The
spatial distributions of these quadrants across Seoul are explored to assess whether there
are significant statistical dissimilarities among them in terms of vegetation and built-up
morphology. To achieve this, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post hoc tests
are employed to determine specific pairs of quadrants with significant differences in
mean values.

4.2.2. Regression Analysis

The regression analysis is conducted to estimate the relationship between LST and
the urban morphological attributes over the four seasons. Applying regression models
to a large LST dataset allows for identifying the independent, disaggregated effect of
each explanatory variable while controlling for the influence of the other variables and
geographically neighboring areas.
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Different forms of regression are considered: the ordinary least square model (OLS),
the spatial lag model (SLM), the spatial error model (SEM), and the general spatial model
(GSM), incorporating SLM and SEM. Each of these models is estimated in a sequence
suggested by LeSage [61] and Anselin [62]. The LST in each cell is likely to be closely
related to LST values in nearby cells, because of thermal advection and air circulation. This
spatial autocorrelation (SA) can be accounted for in spatial regression models. The basic
specification of the OLS model is as follows:

Y = Xβ+ ε (5)

where Y (i.e., LST) is the column vector of the dependent variable, X is a matrix of the
explanatory variables, β is a vector of coefficients, and ε is a vector of normally and
independently distributed random errors. The Moran’s I test is used to test whether SA
exists among OLS residuals. If so, spatial regression models are needed. The SLM assumes
that SA exists in the distribution of the dependent variable, with the following:

Y = ρWY + Xβ+ ε (6)

where ρ is the spatial lag factor, a measure of the SA, W is a spatial weight matrix defined
by spatial contiguity of the first order and is in a row-stochastic form, and WY is the vector
of the spatially lagged dependent variable. The SEM assumes that only the error terms are
spatially autocorrelated, with the following:

Y = Xβ+ u (7)

u = λWu + ε (8)
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where λ is a measure of the SA. The GSM assumes that both the dependent variable and
the error terms are spatially autocorrelated, with the following:

Y = ρW1Y + Xβ+ µ (9)

µ = λW2µ+ δ (10)

where ρ measures the magnitude of the influence of the adjacent LST values on the central
cell LST and λ represents the effects of the unobserved variables nearby that are captured by
the error term. A set of statistical diagnostics for the assessment of model misspecification
due to SA has been developed by Anselin [62,63] based on the Lagrange multiplier (LM)
principle and used in many prior studies [20,35,64–67]. The most appropriate model is
determined based on three statistical criteria: Moran’s I, the Lagrange multiplier (LM),
and robust LM tests. The LM test assesses whether both lambda in the spatial error term
(λWu) for the effect of unobserved variables and rho in the spatial lag term (ρWY) for
the SA of LST are statistically significant. To determine the relative fit of SEM and SLM,
the robust LM test is applied. Robust LM error assesses whether the spatial error term
remains statistically significant (λ 6= 0) when the spatial lag term is included in the model
(ρ 6= 0), while robust LM lag assesses whether it is still appropriate to include the spatial
lag term when the spatial error term is controlled for. To select and implement spatial
regression models, two software packages are used: Matlab (R2023b) and GeoDa (1.22).
The k-nearest-neighbor criterion is adopted for the spatial weight matrix, which defines
adjacency between areas based on their distance.

5. Results
5.1. Descriptive Statistics

This study investigates the relationships between LST and urban built-up morphologi-
cal traits at both the grid cell and street block levels, and one of the traits is the proximity
to urban forests and rivers. To calculate the gravity indices for urban forests and rivers,
respectively, at the grid and block levels, several α values (1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0) were
tested, with α = 1.5 providing the best statistical fit. The mapping of the gravity indices
for urban forests (GIUF) and for water bodies (GIWB) is presented in Figures 5 and 6.
Descriptive statistics for all the explanatory variables for the grid and block systems are
presented in Tables 3 and 4.

5.2. Quadrant Analysis

Based on the average summer and winter LSTs (37.4 ◦C and −2.36 ◦C for grid cells,
and 37.8 ◦C and −2.5 ◦C for blocks, respectively), grid cells and blocks are categorized
into four quadrants (see Figure 4). The results of the summer and winter LST quadrant
analysis, presented in Table 5, reveal that Q1 is the most prevalent type, encompassing the
largest number of grid cells (33.9%) and blocks (36.6%), followed by Q3, which includes
28.8% of the grid cells and 30.0% of the street blocks. This indicates that approximately 63%
to 66% of the entire city consistently experiences warmer LST in summer and colder LST
in winter, as compared to other areas. Areas with relatively cooler summer and warmer
winter temperatures (Q2) account for approximately 16.2% at the grid level and 15.1% at
the block level. Meanwhile, areas with the least favorable LST conditions (Q4), warmer in
summer and colder in winter, account for approximately 21.1% of the area at the grid level
and 18.3% at the block level.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics for LST and the explanatory variables aggregated at the grid level
(100 m × 100 m) (N = 31,347).

Category Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

LST LST (◦C)

Spring 20.69 1.62 11.00 31.20

Summer 37.38 2.31 25.25 49.86

Autumn 13.30 1.09 −2.68 20.22

Winter −2.36 1.06 −11.77 3.90

Vegetation NDVI
(0~1)

Spring 0.31 0.04 0.16 0.65

Summer 0.43 0.09 0.21 0.90

Autumn 0.28 0.03 0.15 0.48

Winter 0.17 0.02 0.11 0.43

Land

Albedo
(%)

Spring 10.32 1.51 0.00 28.92

Summer 12.38 1.97 0.00 45.44

Autumn 6.61 1.32 0.00 33.60

Winter 5.16 1.26 0.00 27.88

Land use
type

proportion (%)

Residential 16.99 19.97 0.00 100.00

Commercial 15.88 24.59 0.00 100.00

Industrial 0.44 4.88 0.00 100.00

Cultural and Recreational 0.83 5.95 0.00 99.87

Transport 44.16 37.50 0.00 100.00

Public 4.74 14.21 0.00 100.00

Other uses 17.00 29.38 0.00 100.00

Land use
Diversity

(0~1)
Entropy Index 0.27 0.17 0.00 0.71

Building

2-D form

Building density
(/10,000 m2) 16.25 17.41 0.00 180.00

% of old buildings
(+35 years) 18.22 24.35 0.00 100.00

Average building
coverage ratio (%) 35.05 25.39 0.00 90.00

3-D form

Average floor area ratio (%) 127.72 124.18 0.00 1420.19

Average total floor area (m2) 3059.99 10,260.07 0.00 426,719.15

Average building height (m) 14.68 16.90 0.00 284.00

Natural Area Proximity to
nature

Gravity index for urban
Forests (m2) 21.45 29.01 0.00 436.64

Gravity index for rivers and
streams (m2) 9.15 16.29 0.00 160.01
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics for LST and the explanatory variables aggregated at the street block
level (N = 4544).

Category Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Block Street block area (m2) 65,451.6 184,125.9 3071.2 11,526,268.3

LST LST (◦C)

Spring 20.45 1.17 15.32 25.93

Summer 37.75 1.70 31.27 45.21

Autumn 13.31 0.80 8.40 17.04

Winter −2.50 0.76 −5.94 1.07

Vegetation NDVI
(0~1)

Spring 0.30 0.03 0.21 0.45

Summer 0.41 0.05 0.31 0.74

Autumn 0.27 0.02 0.21 0.37

Winter 0.17 0.01 0.13 0.25

Land

Albedo
(%)

Spring 9.99 0.85 7.39 15.00

Summer 11.97 1.16 8.05 22.38

Autumn 6.33 0.71 3.53 12.28

Winter 4.89 0.70 2.83 12.53

Land use
type

proportion
(%)

Residential 25.25 18.76 0.00 83.92

Commercial 16.08 13.24 0.00 74.33

Industrial 0.21 1.85 0.00 49.00

Cultural and Recreational 1.07 2.35 0.00 31.83

Transport 40.79 12.89 0.19 91.91

Public 3.09 4.10 0.00 48.87

Other uses 13.50 16.31 0.00 99.81

Land use
Diversity (0~1) Entropy Index 0.60 0.11 0.01 0.91

Building

2-D form

Building density
(/10,000 m2) 20.96 16.01 0.00 95.80

% of old buildings
(+35 years) 21.43 19.21 0.00 100.00

Average building
coverage ratio (%) 49.28 14.65 0.00 82.94

3-D form

Average floor area ratio (%) 184.84 114.62 0.00 1409.81

Average total floor area (m2) 3564.85 13,382.49 0.00 426,719.15

Average building height (m) 18.29 15.41 0.00 250.73

Natural Area Proximity to
nature

Gravity index for urban
forests (m2) 19.13 26.21 0.00 267.06

Gravity index for rivers and
streams (m2) 7.71 13.06 0.00 98.58
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Table 5. Comparison of variable means among quadrants: grid level versus block level.

Variables
(Unit)

Summer–Winter LST Quadrants

Quadrant 1
(Hot-Warm)

Quadrant 2
(Cool-Warm)

Quadrant 3
(Cool-Cold)

Quadrant 4
(Hot-Cold)

Grid level (N = 31,347)

Count 10,635 (33.9%) 5080 (16.2%) 9023 (28.8%) 6609 (21.1%)

Summer LST * (◦C) 39.28 ** 35.26 ** 35.50 ** 38.50 **

Winter LST * (◦C) −1.56 ** −1.59 ** −3.36 ** −2.88 **

Summer NDVI * (0~1) 0.40 ** 0.51 ** 0.45 ** 0.39 **

Winter NDVI * (0~1) 0.17 ** 0.19 ** 0.17 ** 0.16 **

Building density
(/10,000 m2) * 22.43 ** 4.35 ** 8.15 ** 26.51 **

Percent old buildings * 24.37 ** 9.88 ** 11.60 ** 23.76 **

Average BCR * (%) 42.33 ** 16.66 ** 25.87 ** 50.02 **

Average FAR * (%) 135.97 ** 70.78 ** 118.79 ** 170.41 **

Average TFA * (m2) 1405.4 ** 2924.8 ** 6044.6 ** 1751.7 **

Average BH * (m) 11.47 ** 10.11 ** 21.22 ** 14.41 **

GIUF * (m2) 15.39 ** 22.58 ** 31.05 ** 17.24 **

GIWB * (m2) 8.77 ** 15.33 ** 8.03 ** 6.55 **

Block level (N = 4544)

Count 1665 (36.6%) 685 (15.1%) 1361 (30.0%) 833 (18.3%)

Summer LST * (◦C) 39.15 ** 36.55 ** 36.12 ** 38.60 **

Winter LST * (◦C) −1.92 ** −1.97 ** −3.25 ** −2.86 **

Summer NDVI * (0~1) 0.39 ** 0.44 ** 0.43 ** 0.39 **

Winter NDVI * (0~1) 0.17 ** 0.18 ** 0.17 ** 0.16 **

Building density *
(/10,0002) 28.62 ** 11.19 ** 11.56 ** 29.02 **

Percent old buildings * 27.66 ** 15.51 ** 14.32 ** 25.48 **

Average BCR * (%) 53.73 ** 43.79 ** 43.32 ** 54.66 **

Average FAR * (%) 171.19 181.77 204.02 ** 183.29

Average TFA * (m2) 1198.3 ** 4904.1 7215.0 ** 1229.9 **

Average BH * (m) 13.43 ** 19.69 ** 25.89 ** 14.46 **

GIUF * (m2) 13.49 ** 21.72 ** 27.55 ** 14.52 **

GIWB * (m2) 8.27 ** 12.05 ** 6.19 ** 5.47 **

* According to the one-way ANOVA test, the mean differences between quadrants are statistically significant
(p < 0.01). ** The mean differences against at least two other groups are statistically significant (p < 0.05).

The spatial distribution of these four quadrants across Seoul’s 25 local districts shows
significant clustering, with spatial disparities among the districts in terms of quadrant
proportions (Figure 7). Some districts located northeast and southwest of Seoul exhibit
disproportionately larger numbers of Q4 units, indicating a large contiguous cluster of
grid cells and blocks with unfavorable LST conditions. On the other hand, various other
districts located southeast of Seoul show very few traces of Q4 units. The three districts
with the fewest number of Q4 units consist of socioeconomically well-to-do communities
and high-end commercial centers, which are typically characterized by higher property
values and well-maintained green infrastructure. These districts predominantly comprise
Q2, Q3, and Q1 units.
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Figure 7. Spatial distribution of the summer–winter LST quadrants in Seoul: (a) grid cell level;
(b) street block level results.

Notably, Q2 units (cooler summer and warmer winter) tend to be located more along
the rivers and streams, particularly the Han River that cuts through Seoul. Q3 units (cooler
summer and colder winter) also exhibit a similar spatial pattern, being situated close to
water bodies, but they are more densely clustered near urban forests and mountains north
and northwest of Seoul. Additionally, some districts to the east and northwest of Seoul are
predominantly composed of Q1 and Q4 units, indicating vulnerable thermal conditions in
summer and winter. These areas coincide with large local clusters of affordable residential
areas in Seoul, indicating an inequitable social distribution of summer heat and winter cold.
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The comparison of the mean values of the urban form variables, including NDVI,
building form indicators, and proximity to forests and water bodies, provides further in-
sights into the characteristics of each quadrant (Table 5). Q2 exhibits the highest vegetation
density in both summer and winter. It also has greater access to large water bodies in
its vicinity when compared to the other quadrants, as well as moderate access to urban
forests nearby. Q3 ranks second to Q2 in terms of vegetation density in both seasons and
access to water bodies, but it excels in its proximity to urban forests. It appears that urban
natural elements such as greenery and waterfront areas are closely associated with pleasant
changes in LSTs in summer and winter.

Furthermore, the quadrants significantly differ in terms of building form and ge-
ometry. Q2 and Q3 have lower building densities, percentages of aged buildings, and
BCRs than Q1 and Q4, but they boast higher or comparable average BHs and volumes
(TFAs). This indicates that Q1 and Q4 include areas with high population density, which
are characterized by mid-to-low-rise buildings situated close to one another and located
farther away from rivers and forests within the city. On the other hand, Q2 and Q3 areas
exhibit more spaced-out, taller buildings and have better access to urban green spaces and
water features.

5.3. Regression Analyses of LST
5.3.1. Model Selection

Multivariate regression models are employed to investigate the impact of individual
urban built-up form variables on seasonal LST variations. Given the observed spatial
correlation between LST and urban form indicators, spatial regression models are explored.
Moran’s I statistics indicate significant SA in the error term of the OLS models for both
grid- and block-level analyses across all four seasons (Table 6). This points to the necessity
of controlling for spatial autocorrelation. The LM test confirms that both lambda in the
spatial error term (λWu) and rho in the spatial lag term (ρWY) are statistically significant
(λ 6= 0 and ρ 6= 0), indicating the suitability of SEM and SLM over OLS at both grid and
block scales in all seasons. The robust LM test of the four-season LST models at the grid
and block levels shows that both robust LM error and lag statistics are significant, with the
former being higher than the latter in all cases. This suggests that the GSM that integrates
both error and lag terms is preferred. Consequently, subsequent regression analysis of
seasonal LST at grid and block scales is conducted using the GSM.

Table 6. Statistics for spatial regression model selection at grid and block levels.

Unit Statistics Spring LST Summer LST Autumn LST Winter LST

Grid

Moran’s I (error) 222.6 *** 233.1 *** 246.0 *** 215.0 ***

Lagrange Multiplier (lag) 43,918.0 *** 40,443.8 *** 51,506.0 *** 41,759.4 ***

Robust LM (lag) 4092.0 *** 2816.3 *** 939.4 *** 2136.2 ***

Lagrange Multiplier
(error) 49,414.6 *** 54,189.2 *** 60,385.2 *** 46,104.9 ***

Robust LM (error) 9588.6 *** 16,561.7 *** 9818.6 *** 6481.7 ***

Block

Moran’s I (error) 49.1 *** 53.6 *** 55.1 *** 47.2 ***

Lagrange Multiplier (lag) 681.5 *** 513.0 *** 860.3 *** 1738.3 ***

Robust LM (lag) 50.7 *** 46.8 *** 13.5 *** 51.4 ***

Lagrange Multiplier
(error) 2384.0 *** 2837.1 *** 3008.1 *** 2203.5 ***

Robust LM (error) 1753.2 *** 2370.9 *** 2161.2 *** 516.6 ***

*** p-value < 0.01
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5.3.2. Model Estimation: Grid Level

The GSM is employed to explain LST variations across all four seasons, utilizing
both grid- and block-level databases. This regression analysis allows for a statistical
understanding of an anticipated change in seasonal LST in response to a change in each
explanatory variable. The spatial error and lag terms demonstrate statistical significance
with substantial coefficients, affirming the suitability of spatial regression over OLS. The
results indicate that the model for summer LST is well explained by the current set of
variables, as indicated by its highest R2 value, with almost all explanatory variables being
statistically significant (Table 7). In contrast, the winter LST model shows the lowest
R2 value, implying that winter temperatures are more challenging to explain based on
urban built-up form indicators, such as vegetation, land use, building characteristics,
and proximity to nature. The variance in LST is much smaller in winter than in other
seasons, indicating a stronger association between urban form and heat rather than cold
(Tables 3 and 4). Summer corresponds to the most substantial impact from urban natural
and artificial environments.

Table 7. General spatial model (GSM) estimation results at the grid level (N = 31,347).

Variable Spring LST Summer LST Autumn LST Winter LST

Constant 1.7117 *** 15.210 *** 1.5375 *** −3.453 ***

NDVI 3.8497 *** −3.671 *** 3.8345 *** 8.489 ***

Albedo 0.1373 *** 0.0643 *** 0.1182 *** 0.1761 ***

Land use
proportion

Residential −0.0009 *** 0.0051 *** 0.0028 *** 0.0024 ***

Commercial 0.0029 *** 0.0094 *** 0.0047 *** 0.0038 ***

Industrial 0.0090 *** 0.0160 *** 0.0088 *** 0.0051 ***

Cultural and Recreational 0.0153 *** 0.0244 *** 0.0087 *** 0.0076 ***

Transport 0.0056 *** 0.0109 *** 0.0073 *** 0.0074 ***

Public 0.0030 *** 0.0114 *** 0.0040 *** 0.0022 ***

Land-use mix Entropy Index −0.2552 *** −0.1454 *** −0.1846 *** −0.1842 ***

Building
2-D form

Count of buildings 0.0094 *** 0.0142 *** 0.0073 *** 0.0043 ***

% of old buildings
(+35 years) 0.0014 *** 0.0025 *** 0.0005 *** 0.0003 ***

Average building
coverage ratio (BCR) 0.0029 *** 0.0053 *** 0.0014 *** 0.0008 ***

Building
3-D form

Average floor area ratio −0.0004 *** −0.0006 *** −0.0001 *** 0.0000

Average total floor area −1.0 × 10-6 * −1.0 × 10-6 ** −2.0 × 10-6 *** −2.0 × 10-6 ***

Average building height −0.0033 *** −0.0045 *** −0.0001 0.0001

Natural
areas

Gravity index for
urban forests −0.0023 *** −0.0188 *** −0.0028 *** −0.0036 ***

Gravity index for
water bodies −0.0010 ** −0.0140 *** 0.0015 *** 0.0053 ***

Rho (ρ) 0.783 *** 0.602 *** 0.715 *** 0.674 ***

Lambda (λ) 0.653 *** 0.837 *** 0.747 *** 0.704 ***

Adj. R2 0.901 0.928 0.867 0.843

Std. Err. 0.51 0.62 0.39 0.42

AIC 30,942.3 43,219.4 15,409.4 17,783.5

***: p-value < 0.01, **: p-value < 0.05, *: p-value < 0.1.
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The results of the grid-based GSM estimation reveal that two urban built-up form
factors play a crucial role in the city’s adaptive capacity to temperature changes across the
four seasons: vegetation density, represented by NDVI, and proximity to water bodies,
represented by the gravity index for rivers and streams (GIWB) (Table 7). These two vari-
ables exhibit opposite coefficient directions between summer and other seasons. Higher
vegetation density leads to cooler summer and warmer winter LSTs. A higher winter
NDVI, suggesting a higher density of evergreen trees and lawns, increases LST significantly.
Additionally, closer proximity to water bodies reduces LSTs in summer and spring but
increases LSTs in winter and fall. This indicates that areas located near rivers, streams,
and other water bodies are more likely to experience lower temperatures in summer and
warmer temperatures in winter compared to areas without such proximity (within 1 km).
Careful management of vegetation health and water content in urban areas has consid-
erable potential to mitigate temperature extremes and naturally regulate heat and cold.
However, proximity to urban forests and mountains consistently decreases LSTs across all
seasons. Unlike urban greenery, hilly mountains covered by forests block sunlight and trap
cold air near the ground, leading to overall colder conditions. Moreover, forests contribute
to increased humidity due to evaporation, intensifying the perception of cold temperatures.
Seoul’s urban forests, situated at higher altitudes, lead to temperature drops both within
the forests and in adjacent areas owing to atmospheric inversion.

The effects of the other urban form variables on LST remain consistent across all
seasons. Most urban land-use types increase LSTs in every season. Industrial and cul-
tural/recreational uses tend to have a stronger impact on increasing LST, which is likely
due to the expansive building interior spaces required for industrial production and recre-
ational facilities. Residential and commercial uses, as well as roads and parking lots, also
contribute to elevating LSTs in all seasons, except for spring, compared to non-urban land
uses, such as agricultural open spaces. However, the higher the land-use mixture the lower
the LST. The entropy index, representing land-use diversity, shows that in all seasons, the
LST is likely to decrease as the land-use mix increases. Increasing land use diversity at a
compact scale (100 × 100 m) helps reduce LSTs in summer and spring but is less desirable
in fall and winter.

Regarding building morphology, two- and three-dimensional factors cause opposing
impacts on LST. Horizontal expansion of building space increases LSTs in all seasons. The
count of buildings is positively associated with a higher LST. A higher BCR, indicating
less open space and limited spacing between buildings, also leads to increased LSTs in all
seasons. Moreover, an increased number of buildings aged over 35 years results in a further
increase in LST, which is possibly due to heat-prone materials and designs. Conversely,
vertical expansion of buildings consistently reduces LSTs across seasons, with a more sig-
nificant decrease observed in warmer seasons. A higher FAR and TFA, representing larger
building floors and volumes, respectively, and greater BH, all contribute to a significant
decrease in LST because taller buildings cast long shadows on streets and surrounding
areas, blocking sunlight. The effects of building morphology on LST remain consistent
throughout all seasons.

5.3.3. Model Estimation: Block Level

The R2 values of the GSM models for the block-based approach indicate a lower
explanatory power compared to the grid-based models (Table 8). This difference can
be attributed to the lower level of SA observed in the block-based data. Street blocks,
larger in size and enclosed by roads, experience reduced interaction with neighboring
blocks, leading to lower SA. Despite this, the coefficient signs and relative magnitudes for
the individual variables in both the block- and grid-based approaches are similar. This
suggests that grid-based data processing does not lead to distorted results compared to
zonal approaches like street blocks. Hence, the choice of the spatial unit of analysis does
not significantly bias the LST analysis.
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Table 8. General spatial model (GSM) estimation results at the block level (N = 4544).

Variable Spring LST Summer LST Autumn LST Winter LST

Constant 6.5829 *** 21.304 *** 4.5804 *** −6.5914 ***

NDVI 3.6073 *** −4.371 *** 7.8906 *** 10.8662 ***

Albedo 0.4423 *** 0.1319 *** 0.2806 *** 0.4600 ***

Land use
proportion

Residential 0.0003 0.0163 *** 0.0101 *** 0.0050 ***

Commercial 0.0125 *** 0.0297 *** 0.0160 *** 0.0085 ***

Industrial 0.0444 *** 0.0914 *** 0.0432 *** 0.0173 ***

Cultural and Recreational 0.0449 *** 0.0595 *** 0.0209 *** 0.0158 ***

Transport 0.0028 ** 0.0182 *** 0.0113 *** 0.0083 ***

Public 0.0047 * 0.0406 *** 0.0075 *** −0.0081 ***

Land-use mix Entropy Index −0.1979 *** −0.0415 −0.0919 *** −0.0797 ***

Building
2-D form

Building density (100 m2) 0.0165 *** 0.0253 *** 0.0098 *** 0.0057 ***

% of old buildings
(+35 years) 0.0047 *** 0.0073 *** 0.0013 *** 0.0006

Average building
coverage ratio (BCR) 0.0047 *** 0.0053 *** 0.0022 *** 0.0016 **

Building
3-D form

Average floor area ratio −0.0008 *** −0.0011 *** −0.0002 *** −0.0001

Average total floor area 4.0 × 10−6 *** 4.0 × 10−6 *** 0.00 −1.0 × 10−6

Average building height −0.0087 *** −0.0119 *** −0.0027 *** −0.0029 ***

Natural
areas

Gravity index for
urban forests −0.0007 * −0.0098 *** −0.0032 *** −0.0036 ***

Gravity index for
water bodies 0.0018 * −0.0046 *** 0.0020 ** 0.0071 ***

Rho (ρ) 0.388 *** 0.384 *** 0.282 0.227 ***

Lambda (λ) 0.463 *** 0.508 *** 0.607 0.560 ***

Adj. R2 0.730 0.813 0.674 0.636

Std. Err. 0.61 0.73 0.46 0.46

AIC 5616.4 7390.3 3132.8 3113.9

*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.1.

In most cases, the grid- and block-based analyses yield similar findings, particularly
for variables related to vegetation density and proximity to large water bodies, which help
mitigate temperature extremes by reducing LST in warm seasons and increasing it in cold
months. Concerning variables related to building morphology, the LST effects of several
building-related variables become insignificant for fall and winter, with only building
density, BCR, and height remaining significant in all seasons. Higher building density and
BCRs lead to elevated LST, while increased building height reduces LST across all seasons.

There are differences between the grid- and block-based results. For instance, the
sign of the total floor area is now significantly positive in spring and summer, although it
appears significantly negative across seasons in the grid-based analysis. This discrepancy
can be explained by the fact that block-level calculations of TFA capture the net effect
of gross building floor area, incorporating shade casting, wind channeling, and thermal
mass effects of the buildings within blocks. Conversely, grid-level analysis involves the
truncation of building mass into two or more grid cells, making it challenging for a single
cell to capture all the potential effects of those buildings. As a result, different cells may
reflect different influences of building volume on LST. The block-level analysis, which
conserves the building shape without truncation, suggests that the net effect of the building
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volume is likely to increase rather than decrease LST, although this effect is only valid
for spring and summer. Another possibility is that an increase in TFA at the grid level
may primarily indicate vertical densification, leading to a decrease in LST. On the other
hand, increasing TFA at the block level could result from either vertical (FAR) or horizontal
densification (BCR), the net effects of which may increase LST.

Overall, the block-based analysis reveals a smaller number of significant variables com-
pared to the grid-based counterpart. This may be due to local variations in LST attributable
to urban form geometry, which are likely averaged out with block-level calculations that
are better suited to identify the net effect of urban form.

6. Discussion
6.1. Effects of Building Morphology on Seasonal LST

Building morphology has a significant impact on seasonal LST, and these effects
are mostly season-stable [18,23,37,38]. It is crucial to distinguish between 2-D and 3-D
variables when analyzing building morphology. Larger building ground coverage is
associated with increased LST, while increasing BH has a counteracting effect, leading
to LST reduction [33,39]. This contrasting interaction of building geometry with LST is
because the 2-D footprint of buildings is closely linked to thermal mass heat absorption
and the reduction of green space, whereas the 3-D rise of buildings contributes to shading
and wind funneling, which is often referred to as the urban canyon effect [47,68]. Taller
buildings cast shadows and create wind channels that direct cold air through the streets,
resulting in increased wind speeds and cooler temperatures compared to open areas with
fewer obstructions to the wind flow [34,69].

As a case study in Seoul, the results are limited to LST. According to prior studies
addressing both LST and AT in Seoul, horizontal and vertical building densification affect
LST and AT, but AT is less significantly related to surface cover, such as albedo and green
space [70,71]. AT is more closely related to 3-D characteristics, such as average BH and the
ratio of BH to street width, while LST is more closely correlated to 2-D characteristics, such
as BCR, land-use type, and vegetation, than to 3-D variables [68,70]. Overall, in Seoul and
elsewhere, AT exhibits a relatively weaker correlation with urban morphological variables
compared to LST [4,70].

6.2. Effects of Proximity to Green and Blue Spaces on Seasonal LST

This study is one of the few that confirms the moderating effects of green and blue
spaces on LST in neighboring areas across seasons. In terms of greenspace, this study
utilizes two different indices, NDVI and the gravity index for dense urban mountain forests.
NDVI is found to reduce LST in warmer seasons and increase it during colder seasons; this
is consistent with prior studies [20,33]. Proximity to urban forests, however, consistently
reduces LST in all seasons, and this effect is observed in both the grid- and block-level
analyses. This discrepancy may be attributed to the type of greenery involved. As approx-
imately 25.3% of Seoul comprises uninhabited forests, several studies on Seoul include
these forests in their analyses, revealing a significant cooling effect of such greenery during
cold seasons [68,70]. This difference between NDVI and forest proximity underscores the
importance of distinguishing between types of greenery when assessing their impact on
seasonal LSTs.

Fewer studies have explored the seasonal effects of proximity to urban rivers compared
to urban greenery. This study reveals that proximity to urban rivers and tributaries cools
areas in summer but warms them in fall and winter. Many studies use indicators like
percent water bodies or NDWI, with some reporting that water content reduces LST
in winter [13,20,27,28], while others find no significant effect in winter [30,47]. Other
studies examine the distance to water bodies and mostly focus on their cooling effect
in summer [14,29,36,45,72]. Limited research addresses the effect of water proximity on
winter LST, finding no significant effect [29,44]. Additionally, water characteristics, such
as type, flow rate, size, shape, and proportion of surrounding vegetation and impervious
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surfaces, may impact seasonal LST [15,28,72]. For example, larger, faster-moving rivers
tend to maintain more consistent temperatures across seasons than lakes and ponds [72].
Landscaping features in waterfront areas can also influence the interaction between blue
and green spaces, amplifying the water’s effect on LST [15,16]. Future studies should
consider these various water characteristics when examining their impact on seasonal LST.
In summary, the current study demonstrates that proximity to large rivers alongside green
buffers has a warming effect on LST during cold seasons.

6.3. Effects of Grid- and Block-Based Unit of Analysis

The findings from both grid- and block-based approaches yield mostly consistent
results, providing empirical evidence that the choice of spatial unit for LST analysis seldom
introduces biases in a seasonal cycle. When selecting the analysis unit, the strengths and
limitations of each approach should be carefully considered. Grid-based methods reduce
data distortion and processing effort due to the widespread use of raster-format thermal
infrared data. The grid’s uniform cell size helps avoid concerns related to averaging
out local variations and other potential modifiable areal unit problems. On the other
hand, block-based approaches facilitate the integration of thermal data with socioeconomic
databases, which are typically available in lattice format for administrative areas. In both
methods, significant SA is detected, but SA is smaller in the block-based analysis than in
the grid-based analysis because blocks are larger than grid cells in this case and there are
fewer interactions among neighboring blocks. To assess the unbiased effects of the variables
considered, spatial regression models or other analytical measures must be employed to
control this SA.

6.4. Policy Implications and Research Limitations

This study offers valuable insights for policy interventions in urban planning and
design aimed at enhancing adaptation to extreme temperatures. First, incorporating urban
greenery, such as evergreen trees, gardens, and hedges, facilitates flexible adaptation to
both hotter and colder climates. Second, urban design strategies that provide greater
public access to blue elements, including rivers, canals, ponds, wetlands, and lakes, present
rare opportunities for improving seasonal temperature adaptation. Last, while increasing
compact mixed-use developments can help reduce LST, it is crucial to ensure adequate
provision of green and blue spaces to protect against cold weather conditions. Nature-based
solutions like blue–green infrastructure show great potential in mitigating temperature
extremes and shocks, surpassing building modification and land-use mix, which may
only contribute to warming or cooling effects. Tree canopies and vegetation offer multiple
ecosystem services, including shading and evapotranspiration during summer, and act as
windshields while enabling relatively more sunlight during winter.

This study has several limitations. First, the thermal data used in this study are LST
readings observed at 11:30 a.m. for all seasons. Further research is needed to investigate
the applicability of the estimated variables to spatial LST variations at other times before
and after 11:30 a.m..

Second, several variables are not accounted for in this study due to data limitations.
For example, finer spatial-scale building geometry calculations, such as SVF, orientation,
height-to-width ratio, and variance in BH, were not possible. Some studies show that
not only the average building height (BH) but also the relative height disparity among
buildings (e.g., the standard deviation of BH) and the SVF that indirectly reflects this BH
diversity affect LST [71]. Building-scale features, such as building orientation and height-
to-width ratio, also have an impact [68,70]. These aspects may help explain the remnant of
LST variations in this study.

Third, this study does not account for anthropogenic heat emissions, resulting from
vehicular and foot traffic, or building waste heat, which have been reported as significant
factors affecting LST [70]. Each aspect of building form can influence different sources
of waste heat emissions, directly or indirectly. For example, building density predicts
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transportation activities, directly impacting vehicle heat emissions, while it also indirectly
affects building heat release. This anthropogenic dimension requires further research.
Lastly, while this study focuses on the spatially consistent relationships between LST and
urban variables, it is possible that these relationships may vary across space. This potential
spatial non-stationarity may be worth investigating in the future.

7. Conclusions

Climate change is projected to result in temperatures exceeding expectations, leading
to more extreme weather events such as heatwaves and cold spells. Effective urban planning
is crucial for enhancing the adaptability of cities and communities to these temperature
variations across seasons. This study has investigated the relationship between urban
temperature variations and urban morphology across seasons in Seoul, South Korea.

The quadrant analyses have revealed spatial segregation between areas with high
adaptability to LST (cooler summers and warmer winters) and areas with LST vulnerability
(hotter summers and colder winters), finding significant differences in vegetation and
building forms. The subsequent spatial regression analyses have identified the individual
effects of urban natural and built-up form variables. Higher NDVI and proximity to water
bodies play a crucial role in moderating LST, resulting in cooler summers and warmer
winters. All building characteristics have a season-stable impact on LST, with horizontal
densification contributing to an increase in LST and vertical densification mitigating LST,
which is primarily due to shading and the urban canyon effect. A higher land-use mix,
implying a diversity in BH, has a season-stable effect of reducing LST. These findings hold
true in both grid- and block-level analyses. Notably, among all the variables examined,
vegetation density and proximity to water bodies are the only ones that adapt across seasons,
highlighting the natural environment’s flexible role in regulating urban temperatures.
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